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Common Safety Concerns
Heights Safety
Ensure all heights-safety policies are
being followed at all times. This includes:
• Only workers comfortable and trained
to work on heights should work there.
• No one under the age of 18 may work
more than 6 feet from the ground.
• Ensure all workers who will need to use
ladders are trained to safely set them
up, move them, and work from them.
• Ensure all workers who will need to use
scaffolding are trained to use it safely
and know not to adjust any systems
without authorization and supervision.
• Constantly inspect workers for safe
ladder and scaffold work practices.

Materials
Blueboard
What we call “blueboard” is actually
DOW 1” XPS (Extruded Polystyrene) foam board.
• It comes in 4’ x 8’ sheets.

“When installed directly over studs or over OSB or
other non-insulating sheathing, rigid foam insulation
provides continuous coverage and dramatically
reduces the potential for condensation and resulting
moisture problems inside the wall.”
(building.dow.com)

Note: Not all types of blueboard are approved as water barriers.

Blueboard Tape
Seal seams in blueboard with
2” DOW Weathermate tape.

Do not use 4” DOW Weathermate
flashing. This is intended for
window and door installation only.

Nailing Pattern
Use 2” button cap nails.

2”

Nail in an approximate 2’ grid.
That’s a line down each seam and a
line down the middle, spaced 2’ apart.

2’

2’

Do not oversink nails.
• Sink until nail head just dimples plastic button cap.
• Do not let button cap puncture plastic coating of
blueboard.

Beginning Courses
Install first piece tight to sheathing at corner.
Always plumb this first piece.

Bottom edge of blueboard
should be flush with
bottom of OSB.

Continuing Courses
Install remaining pieces tight to each other, leaving no gaps.
Ensure pieces don’t begin to
“walk” up or down a wall, creating
a jagged top or bottom edge.
This is caused by pieces being
out of plumb. Check plumb, and
cut the next piece accordingly.

Install pieces tight, with no gaps.

For ease and efficiency of installation,
stack blueboard pieces vertically.
• Avoid puzzle-piecing sheets together
on a wall, as it makes cutting and
installing pieces more difficult and
creates more potential for gaps.

Continuing Courses
Install blueboard over windows/doors and trim excess.
Whenever possible, work from within
windows to assist ladder work on heights.
Install as many nails in sheet of blueboard
as safely possible, then trim window
opening and install any remaining nails.

Blueboard at Corners
Blueboard edges should meet snugly at all corners.

Edges should not
extend beyond each
other, causing corner
to bow out.

Edges should not end short of
each other, creating a gap.

Cutting Blueboard
Trim blueboard tight around windows.
Use keyhole or other hand saws to
trim excess blueboard tight to framing.

Trim blueboard with blade straight,
so that cut edge doesn’t angle into
or away from window opening.
• Edges angled in will interfere with
the installation of the window.
• Edges angled too far out won’t allow
enough surface area to caulk and
otherwise seal window flange to
surrounding blueboard.

Cutting blueboard creates
lightweight dust:
Make sure all workers are
wearing safety glasses!

Taping Seams
Seal all vertical and horizontal seams in blueboard.
Use DOW Weathermate tape
(not thicker window tape).

Think like a raindrop:

Sometimes it’s more
efficient to tape sections as
you install blueboard –
especially on heights and
anywhere that setting up
ladders is time-consuming.

Tape lower sections first, so that upper pieces of tape overlap lower pieces.

Taping Seams
Pay special attention to blueboard seams
around windows and exterior doors.
These seams need to be taped before
windows/doors are installed.
• Window/door installers may forget to
check, or may not have the materials handy.

Taping Corners
All blueboard corners need to be taped.
Use DOW Weathermate tape
(not thicker window tape).

Before taping:
• Trim any excess blueboard that causes corner to
push out and could interfere with corner trim.
• Fill in any gaps larger than ½” with scrap.

At Porches / Concrete
Leave a minimum 1” gap between blueboard and any concrete.
Use two scrap pieces of OSB as a spacer during installation, if necessary.

Blueboard too close to
concrete will be visible under
siding, and worse, could allow
water to wick up into siding.

At Corners
Blueboard should line up at the bottom at all corners of the house.
Remember:
• Bottom of blueboard should be
flush with bottom of OSB, and
• Blueboard pieces should be plumb
and installed tight to each other.
So: If the bottom edges of blueboard
course don’t line up at the corners of
the house, one of these isn’t working.

To fix: You’ll have to trim off the excess
blueboard before hanging siding, or it
will be visible below that first course.

To avoid: Make sure pieces are plumb
and bottom edges are flush with OSB.

Trimming at Framing
Exterior framing (like a porch roof or an attached shed) has to
be attached directly to the sheathing/framing of the house.
It can’t be attached on top of blueboard.

So you’ll need to either
leave these spaces open
as you install blueboard,
or trim the blueboard
after it’s been installed.
Always install/trim these sections
so that gaps between blueboard
and framing are as small as
possible. Patch any large gaps.

Strategic Placement
Blueboard has to be installed before windows and doors.
If you need to start installing
windows, you can focus on
installing blueboard just
around these openings first.
Tip: Make sure to
plumb each piece!
Pros: This allows
window/door
installation to proceed
without waiting as long
on blueboard
installation.

Cons: Patching in
remaining blueboard
can be more difficult
and time-consuming.

